Revenge of the Robot Evil Hat
By Chelsea and Logan
Characters:
Leader
Candy
Lacy
Other Dogs
Speedy
Hat
Superhero Shadow
Little Jimmy
Sun
Dad
Mom
Girl
Boy
Scene 1
(6 dogs go to a park and see a lost robot hat.)
LEADER: Stay away from the hat!
CANDY: I'm going to go and eat that hat!
LACY: I'll do it if you do it but maybe we should not do it.
CANDY: Nah, it's fine.
(CANDY and LACY go to bite the hat but the hat turns them to stone. Half
of the dogs jump back in fear)
OTHER DOGS: Oh no!
LEADER: We need to fight back in revenge for Candy and Lacy!
OTHER DOGS: Yeah!

HAT: Haha, you can't stop me, I will zap you in slow-mo doggos.
(The OTHER DOGS get zapped but the LEADER and SPEEDY don't get
zapped.)
LEADER: The slow-mo will wear off when the sun rises.
(The HAT says a spell to put the LEADER and SPEEDY under his control.)
HAT: Bibiti ba likiti la ai ai ai come to me pipiti pie ribbiti rie, bibiti ba
likiti la ai ai ai come to me pipiti pie ribbiti ri you are now under my-ind
control!
(THE DOGS dodge the mind control beams.)
SUPERHERO SHADOW: Hello, dogs, I will save you!
LEADER/ SPEEDY: Yay!
SUPERHERO SHADOW: I will fight this hat and save you all.
LEADER: But we can save ourselves.
SUPERHERO SHADOW: Well I am a superhero okay, it's my job.
OTHER DOGS: (In slow-mo) Just get on with the fight, we want to get
saved.
LITTLE JIMMY: Please… work… together. (LEADER and SUPERHERO
SHADOW roll their eyes at each other)
LEADER: Urgh, butSUPERHERO SHADOW: Come on!
(LEADER, SUPERHERO SHADOW, and SPEEDY go closer to the HAT to
fight it.)
HAT: Haha, I am going to smack you all. (HAT smacks everyone.)
LEADER/SUPERHERO SHADOW/ SPEEDY: Ow!
(The four get into a big fight.)
LITTLE JIMMY: When… the… sun… comes.. out… the… hat.. turns..
normal.

SUPERHERO SHADOW: Catch! (SUPERHERO SHADOW throws black hole
guns at the LEADER and SPEEDY. SPEEDY IS already coming towards
SHADOW so the gun bounces off SPEEDY.) Don't just stand there, use it!
(AVENGER music plays. The sun comes out.)
SUN: Hello Hat, time for you to become normal!
(The OTHER DOGS are no longer in slow mo including LITTLE JIMMY.
LITTLE JIMY runs in front of the normal hat, as shadow shoots a black
hole and accidentally hits LITTLE JIMMY.)
LITTLE JIMMY: Oh the pain! (Dies. Sad music plays.)
SPEEDY: Where is the sad music coming from? (Everyone shrugs.) Wait!
I have an idea!
(LEADER tries to break the stone in the background. A pebble hits
SPEEDY.)
SPEEDY: What the- (Looks to LEADER) What are you doing?
LEADER: I'm getting Candy and Lacy out of the stone!
SPEEDY: I already got hit by a black hole gun, and I'm trying to share my
idea!
ALL DOGS: Say it then!
SPEEDY: Okay okay, my idea is for me to go back in time and save Little
Jimmy.
LEADER/ SHADOW/ CANDY/ LACY: Cool/ fine/ just leave him/ um…
okay.
(SPEEDY goes back in time.)
CANDY: Whatever.
LACY: Cool um.. yeah.. whatever.
(ALL go back to where they were before LITTLE JIMMY dies. SPEEDY sees
OTHER SPEEDY.)
SPEEDYS: Woah! This is so cool!

SUPERHERO SHADOW 2: Who are you?
LEADER 2: And why are you here?
SPEEDY 1: I'm here to save Little Jimmy!
EVERYONE: Why?
(SPEEDY grabs every black hole gun.)
LEADER 2: Hey!
SUPERHERO SHADOW 2: Urgh!
(SPEEDY 2 makes a confused expression)
SPEEDY 1: Well bye, time to go back to the future!
(SPEEDY 1 goes back to the future because he goes right before LITTLE
JIMMY dies)
SPEEDY: Hey!
(SPEEDY picks up a nearby person and throws him to block the black hole
beam.)
LITTLE JIMMY: Thank… you…
SPEEDY: Huh, You think there would be another Speedy here but guess
not.
LEADER: Yeah, you're theSUPERHERO SHADOW: Only speedy.
(Repeat everything from the leader tries to break, to by a black hole gun.)
(LEADER tries to break the stone in the background. A pebble hits
SPEEDY.)
SPEEDY: What the- (Looks to LEADER) What are you doing?
LEADER: I'm getting Candy and Lacy out of the stone!
SPEEDY: I already got hit by a black hole gun
DAD: THERE'S MY HAT!
MOM: Finally we found it!
GIRL: Now we can go home.

BOY: I don't want to go home.
MOM: Why honey?
BOY: I want to stay with these dogs.
(All dogs exit except CANDY and LACY)
GIRL: I don't want a dog.
GIRL: I'm more of a (beat) hat person.
MOM: How about we take care of these dogs until we find their owner?
GIRL: The hat won't like this- I mean.. uh.. uh
BOY: WhatGIRL: Shut up!
(At the family's house. CANDY sees the HAT as the sun sets.)
CANDY: Lacy, I think we're in trouble.
(HAT comes alive)
HAT: Hahaha!
(GIRL walks in)
GIRL: Hat! Be nice!
HAT: Fine!
(GIRL leaves room)
CANDY: Lacy, call Speedy on the hu-man phone.
LACY: Okay! (Beeping noises come from phone. Phone rings. The two
following lines are spoken at the same time)
SPEEDY: Hello… uhhuh.. got it.. okay bye.
LACY: Hi um we kinda need you here.. It's an emergency! We're on a
street called Cherry Tree Lane in house 17. Bye.
(SPEEDY, SUPERHERO SHADOW, LEADER, and LITTLE JIMMY show up.)
SUPERHERO SHADOW: Haha! (She shoots a black hole at the hat and the
hat is gone forever. GIRL walks in.)

GIRL: If it weren’t for you dogs my hat would still be here but trust me
I'll make a new one!
End

